Abstract-Using keypoint-based features, such as SIFT features, for detecting copy-move image forgeries has yielded promising results. In this paper, our emphasis is on improving the detection and localization of duplicated regions using more powerful keypoint-based features. In this context, we have adopted a more powerful set of keypoint-based features, called MIFT, which share the properties of SIFT features but also are invariant to mirror reflection transformations. To improve localization, we propose estimating the parameters of the affine transformation between copied and pasted regions more accurately using an iterative scheme which finds additional keypoint matches incrementally. To reduce the number of false positives and negatives, we propose using "dense" MIFT features, instead of standard pixel correlation, along with hystereresis thresholding and morphological operations. The proposed approach has been evaluated and compared with competitive approaches through a comprehensive set of experiments using a large dataset of real images. Our results indicate that our method can detect duplicated regions in copy-move image forgery with higher accuracy, especially when the size of the duplicated region is small.
I.INTRODUCTION
Manipulating digital image contents in order to hide or create misleading images with no observable trace has appeared in many forms [1, 2] . Recently, there have been many research studies on improving image forgery detection [3] . In this study, our focus is on detecting one of these altering techniques named image cloning (copy-move). This tampering method creates a forged image by copying a certain portion of an image and moving it to another location of the same image [4] . The key characteristic of image cloning is that, since the duplicated region is picked from the image itself, the noise components, texture and color patterns are compatible with the rest of the image. Thus, it is not easy to detect the forgery parts [5] . Among the image forgery detection methods proposed in the literature, pixel-based approaches are the most popular; the key idea is exposing image tampering by analyzing pixel level correlations [6] . In general, pixel-based approaches can be classified into two categories: block matching [4, 7, 8, 2, 9, 10, 11, and 12] and feature matching [13, 14, 15, and 16] . The key idea behind feature matching methods is discovering and clustering similar parts in an image. The feature matching approaches presented in [13, 14, 15] , employ local statistical features, known as Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [16] . In these methods, very similar techniques were used to find corresponding features and potentially interesting areas. An affine transformation between matching regions was estimated using Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) [17] .
The method proposed by Pan and Lyu [14] includes a verification step, which tries to locate the duplicated regions by using the normalized correlation map and thresholding.
As shown in our experimental results, a weakness of Pan's method, as well as of similar methods [13, 15] , is that they cannot localize the forged region very accurately. Moreover, these methods were evaluated on a relatively small number of real forged images. In this study, we improve copy-move forgery detection using keypoint-based features by focusing on the issue of accurate detection and localization of duplicated regions. Specifically, we have made several contributions in this work. First, we employ Mirror Reflection Invariant Feature (MIFT) features [18] instead of SIFT features to find similar regions in images. MIFT features share all properties of SIFT features but are also invariant to mirror reflection transformations. Second, since the quality of the affine transformation between copied and pasted regions is critical in localizing the duplicated region accurately, we refine the parameters of the affine transformation iteratively by finding additional keypoint matches incrementally. Third, to extract the duplicated region, we use dense MIFT features and apply hysteresis thresholding [19] instead of standard thresholding, and morphological operators to reduce false positives and negatives. We have evaluated the performance of the proposed methodology by performing a comprehensive set of experiments using a large database of real images (i.e., CASIA v2.0) [20] . Comparisons with competitive approaches show that the proposed method can detect duplicated regions in copy-move image forgery more accurately, especially when the size of the duplicated regions is small. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the proposed approach in detail. Section 3 presents our experimental results and comparisons. Finally, section 4 concludes our work and discusses directions for future research.
II.METHOD OVERVIEW
The key objectives of the proposed approach are: (1) to recognize copy-move manipulated images, (2) to classify images as forged or non-forged, and (3) to accurately locate the duplicated region in the tampered images. Since in copy-move image forgery some part of an image is copied and pasted on another part of the same image, finding similar parts in an image is the key idea explored here as well as in other studies. This is accomplished by extracting and matching local features from different regions of the image in order to find similar regions. Figure 1 illustrates the main steps of our approach. In the following subsections, we explain proposed method in detail.
A. Extracting Keypoints and Establishing C
The SIFT algorithm is a powerful technique [16] , which extracts features in rotation, and brightness. However, SIFT d invariant to mirror reflection. To accoun previous approaches proposed extracting SIF horizontally and vertically reflected version image [14, 15] . In this paper, we have ad descriptors that are invariant to m transformations. Since we search for duplic single image, we divide the image into compare the descriptors among them. The se outside a small window centered at the det avoid finding nearest neighbors of a keypo region [14] . Once a matching candidate has accepted as a distinctive matched point if distances from the first and second nearest ne than the threshold [16] . This threshold can one; a threshold closer to zero yields more a matches. Here, a low threshold is utilized sin matches.
B. Estimating Affine Transformation from Correspondences
Using the keypoint correspondences from an affine transformation is estimated. To eli matched keypoints before estimating the aff parameters, a pre-processing step is applied u geometric constraints (see below). To furthe matches, the affine transformation paramet using RANSAC [17] , which can estimate the with a high degree of accuracy even when a s of wrong matches are present.
The geometric constraints applied in t step are the "slope" and "location" constrai "slope" constraint, the slope of all corresponding keypoints are found and cluste with the largest number of keypoints is sel group. Then, we compare all other groups t and eliminate any group having a different s threshold) from the slope of the main grou constraint is applied on the remaining grou groups containing a small number of corresp as removing corresponding keypoints fro keypoint locations are rather far (i.e., within the average keypoint location of the group. T incorrect matches and estimate the affin matrix, we apply the RANSAC algorithm matched points. Figure 2 
C. Refining Affine Transforma
Quite often, the correspond previous section do not cover w a result, the estimated affine enough to map the whole du region. To deal with this transformation parameters itera search window around the co shows the main steps of the refi ation dences selected as inliers in the well the region of duplication; as e transformation is not precise uplicated region to the copied issue, we refine the affine atively, by slowly increasing the orresponding regions. nding regions, first we define a gion using the inliers found by ows are then slowly resized (i.e., en, keypoints are detected inside SAC is applied to find a new set e used to re-estimate the affine repeating these steps, the affine e refined iteratively until the crease anymore. Figure 4 shows iterations. The number of at each iteration are shown in mation iteratively; the green points show e red points show the inliers found by NSAC.
example, the iterative process covering a larger area inside the ns; this yields a more accurate hreshold THEN go to step 2 iers using RANSAC.
ts inside new windows. e detection window size.
for original and duplicated regions. affine transformation. It should be mentioned used for finding corresponding keypoints d process is greater than the one used in the allows finding more correspondences comp stage. 
D. Locating Duplicated Region
The last step of our algorithm attempts to the duplicated region. Cross-correlation has b locate the duplicated region and verify si original region [14] . In this study, we dete region using dense MIFT features.
1) Dense MIFT Feature Extraction
To detect as many pixels as possible ins region, we employ dense MIFT features. computing a MIFT descriptor at each pixel l detection window instead of at the keypoi This is on contrast to traditional methods w correlation to find the duplicated regio descriptors can be matched more accuratel duplicated region can be detected more pre estimated affine transformation, the correspo the original and forged regions can be comp location. The similarity between correspon then calculated using dense MIFT descript the distance between corresponding MIFT de reveal the duplicated region.
2) Hysteresis Thresholding
Using a single threshold to determin between corresponding MIFT descriptors in duplicated regions might compromise detect work, we have opted for using hysteresis th process based on two thresholds, one low an takes into consideration spatial inform thresholding has been used before in the detection where the high threshold is used edges while the low threshold is used to fil "strong" edges using "weak" edges [19] . In we use the high threshold to detect "stron pixels, that is, corresponding pixels from duplicated region having very similar MIFT very likely to belong to the duplicated re pixels (i.e., "weak" pixels") are detected if th "strong" pixels and the distance between MIFT descriptors in the original and d exceeds the low threshold. In our expe threshold is chosen to be R times lower th where R is a ratio parameter.
The output of the step above is a group might still contain holes or isolated pixels. T issues, we apply morphological operations erosion) to remove small holes and elimina These operations are applied separately on th 
III.EXPERIMEN
In this section, the performa analyzed through a set of purposes, we have compared o Pan and Lyu [14] .
A. Dataset
To examine digital forgery containing different types of fo we have used the CASIA tamp database V2.0 (CASIA, 2010 samples of copy-move and cop on color images of different si 900 × 600. The tampered im copying-and-pasting image reg duplication can be transformed scaling, rotation, reflection or d can vary in size (e.g., small, m image can be post-processed order to create the final altered only used images correspondin the dataset includes both the o have applied pixel subtraction and morphological closing to ex ground truth) to evaluate the ac of forged images and the gro area is shown in Figure 5 . 
B. Implementation Details
As mentioned earlier, the extract a set of keypoint descr MIFT features; the window cen be 15x15 pixels. Since our ai accurate correspondences, we comparing MIFT descriptors accurate matches. If the numbe 10, we increase the threshold removing incorrect matches u group corresponding points ba Additionally, to refine the af windows are resized with a rat and vertically) in each iteratio MIFT descriptors using a thre allow more matches to be found high threshold is defined to b holds described in the previous bine the results to obtain the final NTAL RESULTS ance of the proposed approach is experiments. For comparison our method with the method of y detection methods, a dataset orgery is required. In this study, pered image detection evaluation 0) [20] . CASIA v2.0 includes py-paste digital forgeries applied izes, varying from 240 × 160 to mages have been generated by gion(s). The region selected for d before copying it by applying distortion. The duplicated region medium or large). The resulted (e.g., by applying blurring) in d image. In this paper, we have ng to copy-move forgery. Since original and forged images, we followed by binary thresholding xtract the duplicated region (i.e., ccuracy of our method. A sample und truth indicating the forged ed image (c) Ground truth he ground truth in the CASIA Dataset first step of our approach is to riptors. In this study, we extract ntered at keypoints is defined to im in this step is to find quite use threshold equal to 0.2 for which gives less but more r of correspondences is less than to 0.3 with step of 0.05. When using geometric constraints, we sed on their slope in 10 groups. ffine transformation, the search te of 0.2 (i.e., both horizontally on. In this step, we match the eshold equal to 0.3 in order to d. In hysteresis thresholding, the e 2 times smaller than the low one 1 . To evaluate the performance of our method, we employ Precision-Recall (PR) curves [21] .
C. Detailed Results
To better evaluate the performance of our method, except the first experience, we have classified images into different categories based on the size of the duplicated region and the operations used to create the forgery. 2 shows the different evaluated categories and the number of images within each group. The PR curves shown below for each category correspond to the average PR curves over all the images in that category. 
1) Effect of Thresholding
First, we compare standard thresholding with hysteresis thresholding. Since the output of thresholding is a group of pixels that might contain holes or isolated pixels, the morphological operations are applied prior to combining the results of the high and low thresholds in the hysteresis thresholding. Figure 6 shows two examples comparing standard thresholding with hysteresis thresholding. The duplicated regions have been produced using scaling in the top image and reflection in the bottom image. Figure 7 shows the corresponding PR curves. Clearly, hysteresis thresholding can locate the duplicated region more accurately. 1 Since in finding correspondences, a higher threshold yields a lower number of matches, we define the high and low values of hysteresis thresholding in opposite order compared to their definition in the literature.
2) Effect of Scale and Rotation
In this set of experiments, we consider the case where both scale and rotation have been applied to create the image forgery. As shown in Table , both medium and small sizes of duplicated regions have been measured. Figure 8 shows an example along with detection results for our method and the method of [14] . Figure 9 shows the corresponding PR curves; as the results indicate, the proposed method performs considerably better than the method of [14] , especially when the size of the duplicated region is small. 
3) Effect of Reflection
As described earlier, mirror reflectio operation used in copy-move image forg presented in [14] handles reflection by fil vector of each keypoint horizontally and finding the similarities among the vectors. T methods is examined in this set of exp medium and small duplicated region sizes. T mirror reflection with scale and rotation to cre region is investigated in this part. Figure 10 along with detection results. The accuracy of and the method of [14] are compared in proposed method outperforms the method o when the size of the duplicated region is smal r reflection, scale, and and the method of [14] otation.
n applied either on whole region. This operation is typically combine scale and rotation. In this set and rotation are combined to c 12 shows an example along w region. The accuracy of prop presented in [14] are compared was done using small duplicate 
5) Effect of Deformation
Deformation is another ope the CASIA dataset. This oper transformation. As shown below has lower accuracy than forger This is due to the fact that we (e.g., affine) to bring similar Nevertheless, the proposed method of [14] . (c) Result of [14] (d) Result of proposed method. y assuming blurring, scale and rotation.
roposed method and the method of [14] , scale, and rotation. eration applied on the images of ration is typically a non-linear w, detecting this kind of forgery ry detection in other categories. employ a linear transformation r regions into correspondence. method still outperforms the In this set of experiments, we considered deformation, scale and rotation for image forgery. Figure 14 shows an example along with duplicated region detection results. As Figure 15 shows, our method outperforms the method of [14] , however, extracting the duplicated region has a lower accuracy overall when combining all three transformations together. This comparison was done using small duplicated region sizes only. Figure 15 . Comparison between the proposed method and the method of [14] assuming deformation, scale and rotation..
IV.CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have considered the problem of copymove image forgery detection. Our emphasis was on detecting and extracting duplicated regions with higher accuracy and robustness. We have performed extensive experiments using a large dataset of real images to evaluate the proposed approach. In particular, we have investigated the effect of different transformations in creating the image forgery on detection accuracy. Comparisons with related methods indicate that the proposed methodology can extract duplicated regions more accurately. It should be mentioned that like with similar methods employing keypoint-based features for matching, the proposed approach will not work well if the duplicated region corresponds to a flat surface where no interest points can be detected. 
